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ABSTRACT 

The Table Abstraction Tool (TAT) is an interactive tool that converts tables from HTML 

pages imported into MS Excel to layout independent Augmented Wang XML. This 

XML file not only records all relationships between cells of a table in an abstract form 

that does not rely on the physical structure of tables but also includes information about 

title, caption and various augmentations like aggregates and footnotes. TAT builds on 

the Wang Notation Tool (WNT) by improving the interaction with the system and the 

quality of the XML file, which is used in building domain ontologies. Like WNT, TAT 

also forms intermediate category trees describing the relationships within each category. 

The categories constructed by TAT are shown to the user for approval or further 

interactive editing via Excel. TAT is robust and almost always produces the correct 

Wang XML representation for a table if the input table is transformed to the desired 

format. The XML file is based on the indented notation representation of the category 

trees. The evaluation of TAT was conducted on a collection of 200 tables, mainly from 

the geopolitical domain. TAT was able to produce the Wang XML for 193 of them. 

Observations on the cost (i.e., operator time) of interaction as a function of various table 

characteristics are reported. Detailed analysis of the results reveals a number of options 

for accelerating web table entry. The tables that describe the results of the experiment 

were themselves processed through TAT and converted to Wang Notation as a start 

towards the construction of a table processing ontology. 


